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Chorus:
Tell me now, when you'll come for me.
I'm longing day after day.

Copyright 1915 by W. J. Rossiter, Chicago.
All rights reserved.

A SONG FOR THE MILLIONS!

I know you'll be glad to welcome Ike 1915 song hit “Loveland Days”--it's just such a song that's ever wanted, and in that way it's going to make a hit. It's really a subject note--the kind that grows on your popularity. It's a true song of love and homesickness--the kind that grows on your popularity. It's a true song of love and homesickness--the kind that grows on your popularity.
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BIG "STAGE HIT" OF 1915

“YOU’RE THE DAWN OF A PERFECT DAY”
Words and Music By W. R. WILLIAMS

The Prettiest Little Song In Years.

About once in every twenty years or so, some song comes down the pike that starts a trend. Nobody knows how it came, but it seems to have just the right quality to make it a hit. Some songs are made by the Publishers spending thousands of dollars in search of new ideas and the rest. Just as a Patent Medicine---let's say it's the new thing. One song in a million won't have the right kind of thing. This new song, "You're The Dawn of a Perfect Day" is one of those.

Refrain:

Who brought the sun—shine to my life—Who made the snow—Who gathered the flowers—Who taught me all the things—Who gave me all the things—Who taught me all the things—Who gave me all the things—Who taught me all the things—Who gave me all the things.

Copyright 1915 by W. J. Rossiter, Chicago.
All rights reserved.

A Beautiful Song for Those of Culture and Artistic Taste.

For Sale Where Music is Sold or Direct from W. J. ROSSITER, "The Chicago Publisher"
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A Bunch Of Blues 2-3
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

Francis X. Bushman's

MY SHIP O' DREAMS

Music by FRANK S. RUPPEL

Of course you know Francis X. Bushman---everybody does, because he is the most popular young man in the world. His millions of friends adore and love him for his acting work, and are delighted to have a copy of his own song "MY SHIP O' DREAMS". Mr. Bushman told me in confidence, that he has so many faithful affectionate friends that he does not get time to answer, even though he'd gladly write each one in person, and gladly write them by the hand---but I assure you, I never met an artist who appreciated his friendship so much as does his bosom friend Francis X. Bushman. It was owing to the fact that he's having a 'shining' of fun, that he was unable to write the verses of his new song for you, he sent his brother—almost substituted, so to speak into the budding talent. This wonderful picture passed before his eyes when picture of all the friends. He was standing, as it were, at the "Home of my Ship O' Dreams", and in his mind's eye he saw all those before him, and as my friend Francis X. Bushman is trying to reach you personally, through his song "MY SHIP O' DREAMS", He wants your friendship all the more by and by, and if you think that without you he would not be the success that he is to-day, Francis X. Bushman will tell you to be told now, when his success can be told of, of his adoring friends. What more can he say to you? I am told that this橹 is an excellent picture and combination, and demands a half sheet, and I have trouble in telling you his ambition is to have his friendship and devotion to you, from this song. He has been with the Publishing house for over thirty-five years and this song "MY SHIP O' DREAMS" is the result of a great part of our career. I have never known any man to have so many universal friends as my Mr. Bushman, and they are all sending his song "MY SHIP O' DREAMS". They seem to be as happy as the song is put to music, because they are and tell it in a personal manner. I mean you, Mr. Bushman feels as if he were giving you a personal present in having a copy of his song. "MY SHIP O' DREAMS" the song that you will find is "FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN's "MY SHIP O' DREAMS", to say all of us.

I'M A LONG WAY from TIPPERARY

CHORUS

I'm a long way from Tipperary
I'm a
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